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Introduction
The Rugby World Cup 2015 proved to be the biggest
one yet. Being held in Great Britain for the first time,
the tournament took place in 11 cities across the UK,
was attended by more than 2.4 million spectators and
was broadcast in more than 207 countries, with the
final being watched by 120 million viewers across the
globe. As the complete production solution specialist,
White Light was called upon to provide its many
technical and creative services throughout every stage
of the competition.
The tournament took place from 18th September - 31st
October and utilised WL’s expert teams and state-ofthe-art technology. Not only was the company asked
to provide the technical production of the studio sets
for live ITV Sport broadcasts, but also provided onsite audio support at the largest hospitality suite at
Twickenham Stadium, along with transforming its
South Stand tunnel into an immersive match-day
experience.The company also played a significant role
in Fox Sport’s broadcast of the tournament at Central
Hall Westminster and was responsible for lighting the
BT World Wheelchair Rugby Challenge studio set.
This Case Study highlights the various areas which
WL on worked during the Rugby World Cup and how
it helped to support an event which had a global
television reach of over four billion.

VIDEO - Set Construction for ITV Sport

Broadcasting to Millions Worldwide
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Key Information
The Client:
ITV Sport

Event:

The ITV Sport broadcast of the Rugby World Cup

Production Team:

Andy Hook - WL Technical Solutions Director
Andy Cottey - Lighting Camerman
Paul Sudlow - Set Designer
Ben Bailes, Lee Woodger, Gafin Riley, Leigh Porter.
- Lighting Technicians

Brief:

Delivery of the set, lighting and projection for all of
ITV Sport live broadcasts.

Project Challenges:

Compact spaces, logistics of moving between
stadiums, limited timescales.

Project Timeline:
Planning: 6 months
On-site prep: 24 hours.

The Rugby World Cup is one of the most-watched
sporting events on the planet and, in 2015, it was
once again broadcast by ITV Sport. As with any
sporting coverage, the broadcaster required a
company to oversee the construction and lighting of
its studios, including the interior sets and pitch-side
desks that would tour the UK. Following its previous
work in broadcasting, WL was approached to provide
the technical solution on this occasion.
The ITV Sport sets were designed by Paul Sudlow,
whose previous work includes the Football World
Cup, the Winter Olympics and Sky Sports studios.
Once he had completed his design for the Rugby
World Cup 2015, Paul’s drawings were passed
onto WL who drew on the latest in LED lighting and
projection mapping to make his vision a reality.
WL utilised its state-of-the-art Studio15 to trial various
ideas and test different layouts. The company also
met frequently with Paul and ITV Sport to finalise the
design. The sets needed to be visually impressive yet
also practical as they would need to be transported to
stadiums all across the country for on-site coverage.
The first studio set was installed at Twickenham
Stadium on 17th September, a day prior to the opening
match. From this point up until the very last game,
the sets which WL helped to light and construct were
seen by millions all across the UK.

Planning & Approach
“Working with Paul Sudlow’s design, it was vital
we created the exact feel that ITV Sport required.
Therefore we utilised our on-site studio facility,
Studio15, where we were able to test and refine
the various technical options for the sets. Also,
due to Studio15 being located so close to Central
London, ITV Sport were able to visit us frequently
and work with us collaboratively until we fulfilled
their exact brief”.
			
Andy Hook
WL’s Technical Solutions Director

Solution
With the Rugby World Cup visiting 12 stadiums
across the UK, it was vital that both the on-site
studio and pitch-side sets were fully installed and
ready for each live broadcast. In order to achieve
this, WL researched and planned thoroughly to
accommodate the specifications of each stadium.
WL’s dedicated team travelled all across the UK
to oversee and create each individual set-up,
ensuring that every single set stayed true to Paul
Sudlow’s initial design.

AUDIO - Providing On-site Support

Largest In-House Hospitality Suite
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Key Information
The Client:

Detail Management Ltd

Event:

Rugby World Cup Hospitality Suite

Production Team:

Lee Dennison - Head of Audio
Luke McGowan - Audio Production Engineer
Pete Bradbury - Audio Project Manager

Brief:

To supply and deliver a full audio and
communications system for the largest hospitality
suite at Twickenham Stadium.

Project Challenges:

Creating an audio set-up on site for 3000 people
split over two seperate levels.

Project Timeline:
Planning: 6 months ahead of event
On-site build: 2 weeks
Project duration: 8 weeks

Alongside its broadcasting work, WL also provided
audio support to the largest hospitality suite at
Twickenham Stadium, the home of English Rugby for
the 2015 Rugby World Cup.
WL’s Head of Audio Lee Dennison was approached
by long-standing client Detail Management Ltd who
required an audio system for a structured design. This
was not only split over two separate levels but had to
provide audio enforcement for up to 3000 people. It
also needed to allow coverage for the main hosts and
guest presenters, remote broadcasts with question
and answer sessions as well as live entertainment
throughout each match. Also, a bespoke soundscape
was commissioned, designed around a video
montage installed in the client entrance tunnel.
Lee comments: “Despite the large number of guests
and subsequent high ambient noise levels, alongside
the unique structure, we wanted those present
to experience the highest-quality audio possible.
Considering that every match day was different in
terms of content, numbers, along with the post match
‘mood’, the overall product was very well recieved”.
In order to achieve this, WL deployed more than 120
loudspeakers and over 50 channels of the new FFA
G2 6004 DSP amplifiers. The company also drew on
its extensive range of audio equipment, including;
Shure, DPA, EM Acoustic, Yamaha & Clearcom.

Planning & Approach

Solution

“The hospitality suite at Twickenham was there to
enhance any match-goer’s experience; with audio
playing a large role in this. In the weeks building up
to the tournament, we were in regular contact with
Detail Managament Ltd about the structure and
made frequent site visits to Twickenham. We then
had a two week build period to install and ensure
we provided the best audio solution”.
Lee Dennison
WL’s Head of Audio

In order to provide the highest quality audio, WL
drew on its extensive range of equipment. This
included EM Acoustic Point-Source and Compact
Line Array speakers as well as installing a number
of their new MC-12 Monitor loudspeakers for stage
fold-back; ideal for the large stage and ambient
noise. The Networked FFA system worked in
tandem with the EM System, with all desk control
running jointly between the main Yamaha surface
and tablet operation, allowing for complete audio
control throughout the hospitality suite.

Results
“Now that the dust has settled I want to thank WL
for your efforts and contribution to the success of
the Rugby World Cup. As you are well aware it
was a huge project for us and from the outset it
was fundamentally important that we chose the
right contractors who could deliver our vision and
work closely as a team. Our customer was over
the moon with the end result”.
Jim Mason
Managing Director, Detail
Management
Ltd
Dumbledore’s Office

First-Time Transformation of Tunnel

LIGHTING - Immersive Experience at Twickenham
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Key Information
The Client:

Twickenham Stadium

Event:

Rugby World Cup at Twickenham

Production Team:

Richard Stirzaker - Project Manager
Marcus Wadland - Project Manager
Darren Terry - AV Engineer

Brief:

To create an immersive experience on match-days
in the South Stand tunnel at Twickenham.

Project Challenges:

First-time anything of this nature had been
attempted, limited distribution area, open location
constantly in use.

Project Timeline:
Planning: 2 months ahead of event
On-site prep: 1 week

With a large majority of this year’s matches taking
place at Twickenham, the stadium wanted to create
someting unforgettable for those in attendance. As
a result, WL devised ‘Home from Home’ - a fully
immersive match-day experience.
WL’s Project Manager Richard Stirzaker states: “We
were given the South Stand and asked to turn it into
something that played an active role during match
day. As it was essentially a service tunnel, we had to
create something that would completely transform it”.
Home from Home saw the South Stand tunnel being lit
with the colours of the various nations playing on that
particular day. An audio feed played live commentary
whilst a live video stream was also projected.
Richard comments: “This was an unbelievably
ambitious project. It was the first time anything of this
nature had been attempted in the South Stand tunnel
so all of the set-up was an entirely original concept”.
WL spent a week on-site installing the equipment and
finalising the layout, ready for the opening match of
England v Fiji where 80,000 fans were in attendance.
Richard adds: “The main challenge was working in
a confined space whilst trying to create a set-up for
thousands of people. From the feedback we received,
this was something we were able to achieve”.

Planning & Approach

Solution

“This was the first time that something like this
has ever been attempted so preparation was
absolutely key. Once we had confirmed a design,
we visited the site a month before the event to
run several trials and experiment with what could
really create an immersive atmosphere. Obviously
the stadium was extremely busy in the build-up so
we had to work with a very tight schedule”.
			
Richard Stirzaker
WL’s Project Manager

As each match required a different colour scheme,
WL drew on a range of lighting technology. This
included Martin MAC Auras, Elidy and Chroma-Q
lights; all of which projected the various team’s
colours during each game. To enhance the
immersive experience, a live audio stadium
feed was played through EM Acoustics EMS61 speakers, controlled by a Yamaha MTX5-D
Console. The Christie 7K Projectors, being used
for one of the first times by WL, streamed exclusive
live footage of both the match and the stadium.

Results
“We were extremely impressed with the efficiency,
professionalism and dedication shown by WL. It
was a really great experience working with them”.
Dominic Olliff
Twickenham Stadium Event Delivery Manager
“Through their work in the South Stand tunnel, WL
helped to add a really unique dimension, not only to
Twickenham, but the Rugby World Cup as a whole”.
Annabel Graham,
Dumbledore’s Office
Twickenham Precinct Delivery Manager

And There’s More...
BT World Wheelchair Rugby
Challenge 2015
Taking place from 12-16th October 2015, the BT
World Wheelchair Rugby Challenge saw teams
from across the globe compete to be named the
World Wheelchair Rugby Champions.
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Similar to the Rugby World Cup, the matches
were broadcast by ITV Sport. WL was once again
responsible for the technical production and
lighting of the studio set for every game which was
shown on air. The lighting of the state-of-the-art
set saw the company draw on its extensive range
of LED fixtures.
The entire Challenge took place at the Copper Box
Arena, located at the Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park in East London.
In a thrilling final, Canada beat the United States,
winning the match 54-50 to be crowned the
number one ranked country in the world for a
second time.

Fox Sport at Central Hall
Westminster
Earlier this year, WL became Production Service
Partner at Central Hall Westminster, providing
all of the production support for any event taking
place within the historic space. Fox Sport chose
the iconic venue as the location for their coverage
of the Rugby World Cup. As a result, WL was on
hand to provide the production support to one of
the largest broadcasters in the world.
During the seven week run, WL worked with Star
Events to design a stage suitable for broadcast.
Jason Larcombe, WL’s Project Manager,
comments: “The stage we helped to contruct was
built to a very specific brief. It had to be suitable
for weight loading whilst also be appropriate to the
location, weather and logistic constraints”. WL also
provided the power for the Fox Sport broadcasts.
Jason adds: “The roof spaces at Central Hall
Westminster are ideal for broadcasts, as they
offer vistas over London. This particular space
allowed for views of the London Eye, Big Ben and
Westminster. That, combinedDumbledore’s
with the support
Officewe
could offer, made it an ideal choice for Fox Sport”.

For any further information or for any enquiries, please contact our team:
+44(0)20 8254 4800
info@WhiteLight.Ltd.uk
20 Merton Industrial Park, Jubilee Way, Wimbledon, London SW19 3WL
We like keeping in touch with our customers, partners and friends.
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